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Abstract
 .We construct the bosonic effective worldvolume action of an M-theory Kaluza–Klein monopole in a background given
by the bosonic sector of eleven-dimensional massive supergravity, i.e. a ‘‘massive Kaluza–Klein monopole’’. As a
consistency check we show that the direct dimensional reduction along the isometry direction of the Taub–NUT space leads
to the massive D-6-brane. We furthermore perform a double dimensional reduction in the massless case and obtain the
effective worldvolume action of a Type IIA Kaluza–Klein monopole. q 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
 .It is well-known that a classification of worldvolume scalar, vector and tensor multiplets leads to the brane
scans for p-branes, D-branes and M-branes. On the other hand, requiring that branes in different dimensions are
 .related to each other via direct or double dimensional reduction leads one to include gravitational waves and
 . w xKaluza–Klein KK monopoles 1 as well. These objects are missing in the standard brane scans which are
based upon the so-called Bose–Fermi matching conditions. For the gravitational waves the reason is simply that
w xtheir effective action is given by a one-dimensional field theory 2 and for such low-dimensional systems the
Bose–Fermi matching conditions do not apply.
 .It turns out that the worldvolume action of a d-dimensional KK-monopole corresponds to a dy5 -
w xdimensional field theory 3 and for such case the Bose–Fermi matching conditions do apply. A natural question
w xto ask is then why is the KK-monopole missing in the standard brane scans? As discussed in 3 , a special
feature of the KK-monopole is that one of its four transverse directions corresponds to the isometry direction in
1 E-mail address: E.Bergshoeff@phys.rug.nl.
2 E-mail address: E.A.Eyras@phys.rug.nl.
3 E-mail address: Y.Lozano@qmw.ac.uk.
0370-2693r98r$19.00 q 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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the Taub-NUT space of the monopole 4. Since the monopole cannot move in this direction one should not
associate a physical worldvolume scalar to it. On the other hand, given the fact that a monopole is a
 .dy5 -brane one cannot use the worldvolume diffeomorphisms to gauge away this unphysical scalar. In order
to write down a Lorentz-covariant action one therefore needs a new mechanism to eliminate unphysical
w xworldvolume scalars. We proposed in 2 that the effective action of the Heterotic KK-monopole corresponds to
w xa gauged sigma model 4 with a gauging in the isometry direction of the Taub–NUT space. The effect of this
gauging is to eliminate the unwanted scalar.
w x  w x.The purpose of this letter is to extend the results of 2 for other partial results on the KK-monopole see 5
to the Type IIA and M-theory KK-monopoles. For these cases the additional feature arises that the KK-mono-
pole may move in a background with a non-zero cosmological constant proportional to m2 with m a mass
parameter. Branes moving in such a background are called ‘‘massive branes’’. Their properties have been
w x  w x.investigated in 6 for earlier results on massive branes, see 7 . It turns out that eleven-dimensional massive
branes are described by a gauged sigma model with the gauge coupling constant proportional to m. This letter
w x 5extends the work of 6 to the case of the massive M-theory KK-monopole .
w xAt this point an obvious question arises. On the one hand, it follows from 2 that the massless M-theory
w xKK-monopole is described by a gauged sigma model. On the other hand, the work of 6 suggests that in order
to put the M-theory KK-monopole in a massive background we again have to use a gauged sigma model. In
order to reproduce the massive D-6-brane it is clear that in both cases the gauging must be done in the isometry
direction of the Taub–NUT space. However, we can only gauge a given isometry direction once! The resolution
of this apparent puzzle is as follows. In a first stage, in order to describe the massless M-theory KK-monopole
6 ˆ1.we gauge the isometry direction using a dependent worldvolume gauge field A with gauged isometry
0.  .  .parameter s , see Eqs. 2.5 and 2.8 . We remind that in order to put the M-wave, M-2-brane and M-5-braneˆ
ˆ w xin a massive background we used a gauging with an independent gauge field b 6 . In the case of the M-theory
ˆ1.KK-monopole, it turns out that the dependent worldvolume field A , when put in a massive background, has
ˆexactly the same massive transformation as the independent worldvolume field b we introduced for the other
ˆ1.
ˆbranes. Therefore the dependent field A takes over the role of the independent field b.
ˆAlthough in this sense the gauge field b is not needed to put the KK-monopole in a massive background, it
turns out that the worldvolume action of the monopole already contains this field, even in a massless
background. Whereas for the other branes it is an auxiliary field needed to put the brane in a massive
 .background, in the case of the M-theory KK-monopole it plays the role of a propagating Born–Infeld BI field.
Usually, a propagating worldvolume field describes the flux of another brane. For instance, the BI 1-form in
the D-brane worldvolume action describes the flux of a fundamental string and the self-dual 2-form in the
M-5-brane worldvolume action describes the flux of an M-2-brane 7. At this point a puzzle arises because the
ˆ1-form field b appearing in the KK-monopole action describes the flux of a 1-brane and no such brane is known
ˆto exist in M-theory. The resolution to this puzzle is that in fact the 1-form b describes the flux of a wrapped
M-2-brane. One way to see this is to observe that an M-2-brane can only intersect with an M-theory
4 For ds11, a direct dimensional reduction over this isometry direction leads to the D-6-brane. This does not imply that the M-theory
KK-monopole is equivalent to the ten-dimensional D-6-brane. The difference is that the D-6-brane is a singular object moving in ten
 .dimensions whereas the M-theory KK-monopole is a nonsingular object defined in eleven dimensions of which one is compact . We thank
Paul Townsend for pointing this out to us.
5 w xFor some recent work on KK-monopoles, see e.g. 8 .
6  .In case the Wess-Zumino WZ term is ignored there is an alternative formulation of the gauged sigma model using an independent
w xworldvolume gauge field 2 . However, in the presence of a WZ term the two formulations are not equivalent and one must use the
formulation with the dependent gauge field.
7 The same worldvolume fields also play a role in the construction of worldvolume solitons. For instance, the BI 1-form corresponds to a
0-brane soliton and the self-dual 2-form is used in constructing the self-dual string on the M-5-brane worldvolume. Worldvolume solitons
w xfor the KK-monopole action have been considered in 9 recently.
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Table 1
Worldvolume fields
Worldvolume Gauge Field > of
Field Parameter Strength d.o.f
mˆ
ˆ  .X 11y7y 1 s3
0.
ˆ ˆb r F 7y2s5ˆı ı eˆ ˆˆ
6. 5. 7.
ˆv r K yˆ ˆı . . . ı ı . . . ıˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 6 1 7
In this table we give the worldvolume fields, together with their gauge parameters, field strengths and number of degrees of freedom,
mˆ
ˆthat occur in the worldvolume action of the massive M-theory KK-monopole. The worldvolume scalars X are the embedding coordinates,
ˆ
6.b is a BI 1-form and v is a non propagating 6-form that describes the tension of the monopole. Due to the gauging the embedding scalarsˆ
describe 3 and not 4 degrees of freedom as indicated in the table.
KK-monopole over a 0-brane such that one of the worldvolume directions of the M-2-brane coincides with the
w x 8isometry direction z of the Taub-NUT space 10 :
= = y y = y y y y y y<0 M2, KK s . = y y y z = = = = = =
 < .A compactification of this intersection along the z-direction gives the 0 F1, D6 configuration. The
ˆreduction of b leads in this case to the BI field of the D-6-brane describing the tension of the F1 fundamental
string.
The organization of this letter is as follows. In Section 2 we present the worldvolume action of the massive
M-theory KK-monopole. As a consistency check we verify in Section 3 that the direct reduction of this action
along z gives the action of the massive D-6-brane. Next, in Section 4 we perform a double dimensional
reduction of the M-theory KK-monopole and obtain the action of the Type IIA KK-monopole. We perform this
 .double dimensional reduction only for the massless case leaving the more involved massive case for a future
publication. Finally, in Section 5 we present our conclusions.
2. The action
 .Before presenting the bosonic worldvolume action of the massive M-theory KK-monopole, it is useful to
first summarize the worldvolume and target space fields that are involved in the construction of this action. We
first discuss the worldvolume fields. Since the monopole in 11 dimensions behaves like a 6-brane and breaks
w xhalf of the supersymmetry, it must correspond, after gauge fixing, to a 7-dimensional multiplet 3 . The natural
candidate is the vector multiplet involving 3 scalars and 1 vector. As discussed in the introduction, the
embedding coordinates describe 11y7s4 degrees of freedom and one must eliminate a further scalar by
gauging an isometry of the background. Besides scalars and a vector, we also introduce a non-propagating
worldvolume 6-form that describes the tension of the monopole 9. The resulting worldvolume field content of
the KK-monopole is summarized in Table 1.
We next discuss the target space fields. The target space background corresponds to massive 11-dimensional
w x supergravity 6 , which has the same field content as the massless 11-dimensional supergravity theory see
8  .  .We use here a notation where a = y indicates a worldvolume transverse direction. The z-direction corresponds to the isometry
direction of the Taub–NUT space and the first = in a row indicates the time direction.
9 The same 6-form field occurs in the massive M-5-brane action. In that case it leads to the spontaneous creation of a KK-monopole
w xwhenever an M-5-brane crosses an M-9-brane 6 .






Cˆ xˆmnr mnˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ .  .i C i xˆ
ˆ ˆk mn k mˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ
˜ ˆC x˜m . . . m m . . . mˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 6 1 5
ˆ
˜ ˆ .  .i C i x˜
ˆ ˆk m . . . m k m . . . mˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 5 1 4
ˆ
˜ ˆN Sm . . . m m . . . mˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 8 1 7
ˆ
˜ ˆ .  .i N i S
ˆ ˆk m . . . m k m . . . mˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 7 1 6
This table shows the 11-dimensional target space fields together with their gauge parameters. We also include the contractions with the
m ˆ ˆˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˜ ˆ ˜ .Killing vector k , denoted by i S for a given field S. The field C is the Poincare dual of C and N is the Poincare dual of the Killing´ ´kˆ
ˆvector, considered as a 1-form k .mˆ
mˆ
ˆ.Table 2 . The massive background has an isometry generated by a Killing vector k , such that the Lie
ˆ
10derivative of all target space fields and gauge parameters with respect to k vanish :
ˆL CsL xs . . . s0 . 2.1 .ˆˆ ˆk k
Notice that in the massive case the gauge transformation rules of the target space fields contain extra terms
proportional to a mass parameter m.
 .We proceed by presenting the bosonic action for the massive M-theory KK-monopole:
1
X Xm 7 2 m n y1 7 ı . . . ı 7.ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 7ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ< <S X ,b syT d j k det D X D X g q 2pa k F q 2pa T d j e K . .  .ˆ(H Hı ı e mn ı e ı . . . ıˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ / 1 77!
2.2 .
2 mˆ nˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆWe use the following notation. First of all, k syk k g . The field-strength F of the BI 1-form b isˆmnˆ ˆ
defined by 11
1
m nˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆFs2E bq E X E X i C , 2.3 . .kˆX mnˆ ˆ2pa
ˆ ˆ ˆ .where i C is the contraction of the field C with k. The covariant derivative is given bykˆ
mˆ mˆ 1. mˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆD X sE X qA k , 2.4 .ı ı ıˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ1.where the gauge field A is a dependent field given by
1. y2 mˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆA sk E X k . 2.5 .ı ı mˆ ˆ ˆ
10 We use the following notation for the hats. Hats on target space fields and indices indicate they are 11-dimensional. Absence of hats
indicates they are 10-dimensional. Furthermore, we use hats for the worldvolume fields of branes in 11 dimensions and no hats for the
worldvolume fields of branes in 10 dimensions. Finally, we use hats for worldvolume indices ı if the dimension of the worldvolume is 6q1ˆ
and no hats for a 5q1 dimensional worldvolume.
11 We omit the wordvolume indices. It is understood that the expression is completely antisymmetrized in these indices. We use this
notation throughout the paper.
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ˆ
7. 6.Finally, K is the field strength of the non propagating worldvolume 6-form v :ˆ
1 5
7. 6. m n rˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˜ ˜ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆK s7 Ev y i N q3 i C Fy DX DX DX C i C i Cˆ  .  .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ /  /X k k mnr k kX ˆ ˆ ˆ 7 2pa 2pa .
mˆ nˆ rˆ X mˆ nˆ rˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆy30DX DX DX C i C E by60 2pa DX DX DX C E bE b . .ˆmnr k mnrˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
2 3X X1.
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆy120 2pa A E bE bE by15m 2pa bE bE bE b . 2.6 .  .  .5
Notice that we write explicitly the pullbacks only when covariant derivatives are used.
 .The full action is invariant under worldvolume gauge transformations see Table 1 , target space gauge
 .  0..transformations see Table 2 and local isometry transformations with parameter s as given below. Theˆ
gauge transformations of the worldvolume fields are given by:
1
m 0. m 0.ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆd X sys k , d bsEr y i x ,ˆ ˆ ˆ .kˆX2pa
1
X6. 5.
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆdv s6Er q i S y30bE ı x y180 2pa Ex bE b .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˜ ˆ . .ˆ ˆk kX2pa
2 2 3X X X0. 0.
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆy120 2pa Es bE bE by45m 2pa i x bE bE by15m 2pa Er bE bE b . 2.7 .  .  .  .ˆ ˆ ˆ .kˆ
ˆ1.The dependent gauge field A transforms as
m
1. 0.
ˆd A sEs q i x . 2.8 .ˆ ˆ .kˆ2
Note that v 6. transforms both under s 0. and r 0.. Only if we identify the two parametersˆ ˆ ˆ
m
X0. 0.s sy 2pa r , 2.9 .  .ˆ ˆ2
6. w xthe transformation rule of v coincides with the one given in 6 where it occurred in the coupling to aˆ
massive M-5-brane. We deduce that the v 6. describing the monopole tension actually has more symmetriesˆ
than when it is coupled to a massive M-5-brane. The reason for this is that in the case of the M-5-brane the
ˆgauge transformation of b is identified with the gauged isometry parameter.
Finally, the gauge transformations of the target space fields are given by:
3
ˆ ˆ0. l 0. l
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆd g sym i x i g ys k E g , d C s3E x y m i x i C ys k E C ,ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ .  .  .  .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ w.m m xnmn k k l mn mnr w m nr x k k l mnrˆ ˆˆ nrˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ2
ˆ0. l
ˆ ˆ ˆd i C s2E i x ys k E i C ,ˆ ˆ . .  .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆxnk w m k l kˆmn mnˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ
˜ ˆ ˆˆd i C s5E i x q15E x i C y10C E i x˜ ˆ ˆ . .  . xˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ mx x /k w m k w m m m k w m m m m k ˆm . . . m m mˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 51 1 2 3 1 2 3 4m . . . m 2 5 4 5ˆ ˆ1 5
ˆ0. l ˆ
ˆ ˜ys k E i C ,ˆ ˆ ˆ /l k m . . . mˆ ˆ1 5
ˆ
˜ ˆ ˆ ˆˆd i N s7 E i S q15E i x i C q30E x i C˜ ˆ . .  .  .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ x x /k w m k w m k k w m m m km . . . mm . . . m m m m mˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 1 1 2 3m . . . m 2 52 7 6 7 4 5ˆ ˆ1 7
= ˆ0. l ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˜i C y20C i C E i x ys k E i N .ˆ ˆ . .  . xˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆm 5x  /k w m m m k m k l kˆm m m mˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 71 2 3 6 m . . . m6 7 4 5 ˆ ˆ1 7
( )E. Bergshoeff et al.rPhysics Letters B 430 1998 77–8682
3. Direct dimensional reduction
As a consistency check on the monopole action presented in the previous Section we perform a direct
dimensional reduction along the direction associated to the isometry of the Taub-NUT space. It is convenient to
mˆ mˆ z




zX sX , X sZ , 3.1 .
and the background fields reduce as follows 12 :
4 44 f f2 f 3 3y f 1. 1. 1.3g se g ye C C , g sye C , g sye ,ˆ ˆ ˆ3mn mn m n m z m z z
ˆ 5. 3. 3.
˜ ˆi C sC y5C B , C sC ,
ˆ /k m . . . m w m m m m m x mnr mnr1 5 1 2 3 4 5m . . . m1 5
ˆ 7. 3.
˜ ˆi N sC y5P7C B B , i C sB . .ˆ ˆ /k m . . . m w m m m m m m m x k mnmn1 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7m . . . m1 7




ˆi x sL , i x sL , x sL , i S sL . 3.2 .˜ ˆ ˆ . .  .ˆ ˆ ˆmk m . . . m k m mn mn k m . . . mm . . . m m . . . m1 4 1 61 4 1 6
Besides these gauge parameters, we include as well the gauge parameter L0. associated to the KK vector C 1..
ˆConcerning the worldvolume fields, the BI field b reduces as






m mA syC yE Z , D X syC , D X sE X . 3.4 .ı ı ı ı ı ı ıˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
Substituting the above reduction rules into the kinetic term of the monopole action one gets the usual kinetic
term for D-branes
X X2 m n y1 yf m nˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ< < < <k det D X D X g q 2pa k F se det E X E X g q 2pa F , 3.5 .  .  .ˆ ((  .ı e mn ı e ı e mn ı eˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ /
where
1
Fs2E bq B 3.6 .X2pa
is the BI curvature.
We next discuss the reduction of v 6.. Since the KK-monopole reduces to the D-6-brane it is expected thatˆ
v 6. will reduce to the field c6. describing the tension of the D-6-brane. The gauge transformations of c6. areˆ
w xgiven by 6 :
1 2X X6. 5. 6. 4. 2. 0.dc s6Ek y L q30L E by180 2pa L E bE bq120 2pa L E bE bE b .  .X2pa
3 2X X0.y15m 2pa r E bE bE bq45m 2pa LbE bE b . 3.7 .  .  .
We find the following reduction rule for v 6. 13ˆ
2X6. 6.v syc q120 2pa EZbE bE b . 3.8 .  .ˆ
12 w xWe use the notation and conventions of 6 .
13 w x  .  X. 0.This reduction rule coincides with the one given in 6 provided we make the identification 2.9 and rename Zs 2pa c .
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Making use of the above reduction rules we find that, after direct reduction, the coordinate Z disappears from
the action and we obtain the action of a massive D6-brane:
1
X Xm 7 yf 7 ı . . . ı 7.ˆ ˆ1 7ˆ ˆ< <(S X ,b syT d j e det gq 2pa F y 2pa T d j e G . 3.9 .  .  . .H Hı ı . . . ıˆ ˆ ˆ1 77!
Here G 7. is the curvature of the worldvolume field c6.:
1 2X X7. 6. 7. 5. 3. 1.G s7 E c q C y3C Fq15 2pa C FFy15 2pa C FFF .  .X 7 2pa .
3Xq15m 2pa bE bE bE b . 3.10 .  .5
The gauge transformations of the worldvolume and target space fields coupled to the D-6-brane can be found,
w xfor instance, in 6 .
4. Double dimensional reduction
In this Section we perform the double dimensional reduction of the M-theory KK-monopole given in Section
2. As a result we will obtain the action of the Type IIA KK-monopole. We consider only the massless case 14,
 .i.e. our starting point is the action 2.2 with ms0. In order to perform the double dimensional reduction, we
ˆmust introduce an extra isometry for the background, generated by a Killing vector h, and then wrap one
ˆ
6direction of the monopole, j , around this new compact direction:
mˆ mˆ
ˆ ˆE X sh . 4.1 .6
ˆWe have now two different isometries, one is given by h, which is in a direction tangent to the worldvolume,
ˆ  .and the other one is given by k, in a direction transverse to the worldvolume. For the action 2.2 to be invariant
ˆunder both isometries we must require that L ks0. Moreover, this implies that we can find a coordinatehˆ
15 mˆ mˆ y mˆ mˆ z mˆ m
ˆ ˆ ˆ  .system adapted to both isometries : h sd , k sd . Splitting the embedding coordinates as X s X ,Y
we find the gauge-fixing condition:
ˆ
6Ysj . 4.2 .
ˆIn this double dimensional reduction the Killing vector k becomes, after reduction, the Killing vector associated




m mk s0 , k sk . 4.3 .
We use the following reduction rules for the background fields:
444 ff2 f 33y f 1. 1. 1. 3.3
ˆ ˆg se g ye C C , g sye C , C sC , g sye , C sB ,ˆ ˆ ˆ3mn mn m n m y m mnr mnr y y mn y mn
ˆ
˜ ˜ ˆi N sy i N ,i C sy i B , . .ˆ ˆ m /k k k m y km . . . mm . . . m y 1 61 6
ˆ 5. 3. ˆ
˜ ˜ ˜C sC y5C B , C syB ,m . . . m y m . . . m w m m m m m x m . . . m m . . . m1 5 1 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 6 1 6
ˆ 5. 3. 3.
˜i C sy i C q3 i C B q2C i B , . .  . xˆ w m / m . . . m m mk k k m m x w m m m k 41 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3m . . . m y1 4
14 For a discussion of the massive case, see the Conclusions.
15 mˆ nˆ
ˆ ˆNotice, that the usage of the adapted coordinates does not imply that k h g s0.ˆmnˆ ˆ
( )E. Bergshoeff et al.rPhysics Letters B 430 1998 77–8684
ˆ
˜ ˜where N reduces to N, the Poincare dual of the Killing vector, considered as a 1-form k . Similarly, the´ m
reduction rules of the gauge parameters are given by
˜
4.
ˆ ˆx syL , x sL , x sL , i x s i L , .˜ ˆ ˜ ˆ .ˆ ym . . . m m . . . m m y m m . . . m y m . . . m k k1 5 1 5 1 4 1 4
4. 2. ˆ 6.
˜ˆi x sy i L , i x s i L . i S sy i S . 4.4 .˜ ˆ . .  .  . .ˆ ˆ ˆm  /m . . . m m . . . mmk k k k k km . . . m y 1 3 1 5m . . . m y1 3 1 5
ˆ1.We now turn to the reduction of the gauge field A . Using the reduction rules given above one obtains:
y121. 2f y2 1. 1. 2f y2 1. 1.Aˆ s 1qe k i C A ye k C i C , .  . . /i k i i k
y121. 2f y2 1. 2f y2 1.Aˆ sy 1qe k i C e k i C , 4.5 . .  . /6 k k
where k 2 syk mkn g and the field A1. has been defined as the dependent gauge field associated to themn
gauged isometry of the Type IIA KK-monopole:
A1.sky2E X mk . 4.6 .i i m
The covariant derivative is defined by
DX msE X m qA1.k m . 4.7 .
ˆ
6.Concerning the worldvolume fields, the 1-form b gives rise to a scalar and a 1-form, and the 6-form vˆ




0. 6. 5.b sv , b sv , v sv . 4.8 .ˆi i 6 i . . . i 6 i . . . i1 5 1 5
Using the above reduction rules in the action of the massless M-theory KK-monopole, we find the following
action of a massless Type IIA KK-monopole:
2m 0. 1. 6 y2f 2 2f y2 1.(w xS X ,v ,v syT d j e k 1qe k i C .H k
X y1 f2pa k e .2Xm n y2 1. 1. 2.< <= det D X D X g y 2pa k K K q K .i j mn i j i j2) 2f y2 1. 0(1qe k i C .k
1
X 6 i . . . i 6.1 6q 2pa T d j e K . 4.9 .  .H i . . . i1 66!
Here T is the tension of the Type IIA KK-monopole, which is related to the tension of the M-theory
KK-monopole by:
ˆ ˆ
6TsT dj . 4.10 .H
1S
The 1-form K 1. is the field strength of the scalar v 0.
1
1. 0.K sEv y i B , 4.11 .  .kX2pa
and the field strength K 2. of the 1-form v 1. is given by
1
2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 1. 1.K s2Ev q i C y2 K C q i C A . 4.12 . .  . .k kX2pa
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Finally, K 6. is the field strength of the non propagating worldvolume 5-form v 5.:
1 15
6. 5. 5. 1. 5. 3. 1.
˜ ˜K s 6Ev q i N y30 i C Ev y i C i C y6 i B K .  .  . .  .k k k k kX X 2pa 2pa
30
X m n r 3. 1. 1. m n 3. 3.y120 2pa DX DX DX C K Ev q DX DX B i C i C .  .  .mnr mn k kX2pa
50
m n r 3. 3. m n r 3. 3. 0.q DX DX DX C i B i C y30DX DX DX C i C Ev .  .  .mnr k k mnr kX2pa
2X Xm n 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 0.y180 2pa DX DX B Ev Ev y360 2pa A Ev Ev Ev .  .mn
e2f ky2 i C 1. .k2X 2. 2. 2.q15 2pa K K K , 4.13 .  .2 52f y2 1.1qe k i C .k
where again, we are writing the pullbacks explicitly only when covariant derivatives are used.
 .The action is invariant under massless gauge transformations and the gauged isometry. The transformations
for the worldvolume fields are:
1 1
m 0. m 0. 1. 0. 2. 0. 0.d X sys k , dv s i L , dv sEr y i L qEL v , .  .k kX X2pa 2pa
1
5. 4. 6. 0. 1. 4.
˜dv s5Er y i S y5E i L v q20 v E i L .  . .k k kX2pa
y30 2pa X EL2. v 1.Ev 0.qEv 1.v 0. q60 2pa X v 1.Ev 1.EL .  .  .
2X 0. 1. 1. 0.q60 2pa s Ev Ev Ev , 4.14 .  .




3. 3.d i N s6E i S q60 i C E i L y30E i L i B y60 i C i C EL . .  .  .  .  . .  .k k k k k k k k
q120EL2. i C 3. i B q60 i C 3. E i L2. By40C 3.E i L2. i B .  . .  .  .  .k k k k k k
3. 3. 0. l
˜y20C i C E i L ys k E i N . 4.15 .  . .  .k k l k
w xThe transformations of the other target space fields can be found in 6 .
 . 1.Notice that the truncation of the action 4.9 by setting the RR fields and v to zero leads to the action of
w xthe Heterotic KK-monopole given in 11 .
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the worldvolume action of the massive M-theory KK-monopole. We find
w xthat the action is given by a gauged sigma-model. This agrees with the results of 6 where the effective actions
of massive branes where generally shown to be described by gauged sigma-models.
A new feature that arises is that the M-theory KK-monopole action is already given by a gauged
sigma-model in the massless case. This gauging is needed to effectively eliminate the Taub-NUT isometry
w xcoordinate 2 . We find that the dependent gauge field that is needed for the gauging in the massless case
transforms under the massive transformations such that the massless gauged action can be made invariant under
the massive transformations without the need to introduce an independent auxiliary gauge field. Besides a
dependent gauge field, the monopole action contains an independent BI gauge field, which already occurs in the
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massless case. It turns out that in the massive case extra terms proportional to the mass parameter m need to be
added to the WZ term. As a check on the action we have presented in this work, we have performed a direct
dimensional reduction along the Taub–NUT isometry direction and have obtained the massive D-6-brane.
We have as well performed a double dimensional reduction and obtained the action of the Type IIA
KK-monopole. We have performed this double dimensional reduction only for the massless case. In a
forthcoming publication we will perform the double dimensional reduction in the massive case and present the
w xmassive Type IIA KK-monopole 12 . A new feature that arises in the double dimensional reduction of the
massive monopole is that we first need to construct a massive monopole in which the isometry associated to the
mass is realized along a coordinate different from the Taub-NUT isometry direction. We thus end up with an
M-theory KK-monopole with two gauged isometries. One isometry is the z-direction in the Taub–NUT space.
This isometry is already gauged in the massless case. The other isometry is only gauged when the monopole is
put in a massive background.
Finally, our results for the Type IIA monopole also lead, via T-duality, to the worldvolume action of a Type
 . w xIIB NS5-brane, which coincides with that of a D-5-brane in a SL 2,Z -transformed background, see 12 . In
order to work out this duality transformation it is necessary to first derive the set of T-duality rules which apply
to the different world-volume fields that need to be introduced.
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